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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
RHEEM GAS CONTINUOUS FLOW Security Bracket
The Rheem Gas Continuous Flow security bracket prevents access to the bolts that fix the water heater to the wall by
locking the lower section of the water heater in place. The bracket is compatible for installation on all outdoor Rheem
Gas Continuous Flow hot water heaters manufactured after the 1st January 2019. It is best to install this security bracket
at the same time the water heater is being installed.
1. The gas fitter should determine the most suitable
location for the Rheem Gas Continuous Flow water
heater and secure in place with the upper supporting
bracket.
2. Separate the front and rear security bracket parts by
sliding them apart to disengage the tang features.
3. Fit the rear section of the security bracket (galvanised
part) behind the lower water heater bracket with the
central tang protruding through the central keyhole slot
in the lower bracket. (Figure 2)
4. With the bracket in place mark the position for the fixing
bolts.
5. Drill the fixing holes and secure both lower brackets
with screws.
6. Connect the gas and water and commission the water
heater.
7. With the security bracket front plate positioned below
the unit and sitting outside of the rear bracket slide it
up vertically so the tangs in the rear bracket engage
into the loop features on the side of in the front plate.
8. Once the front plate is fully home and the top edge
aligned with the top edge of the rear bracket using a
screw driver or suitable blunt tang tool push through
the lower slots in the front plate to bend the galvanised
tangs inwards and lock the front plate in place.
9. Attach a suitable padlock (not provided) through the
holes of the central tangs of the security brackets.
(Figure 3)
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N.B Padlocks with a body wider than
30mm may not fit inside the body of
the locking bracket
Max 30mm

